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ABSTRACT:                                                           
 
Ice concentration is one of the most fundamental parameters of sea ice which can be calculated from brightness temperatures measured 
by passive microwave radiometers such as AMSR2 onboard satellites. However, the presence of atmospheric water vapor, cloud liquid 
water, etc. is likely to increase the brightness temperatures over open water. As a result, sometimes, certain ice concentrations are 
calculated over open water covered with heavy clouds.  The authors call this kind of area as “false sea ice” and the phenomenon is 
called the weather effect. In the AMSR2 ice concentration product, a weather filter is used to reduce the weather effect. However, it is 
known that false sea ice appears occasionally in some areas even in the summertime in AMSR2 ice concentration products. In this 
study, the authors have modified the original weather filter and added a new weather filter utilizing the following two equations which 
are TB(23GHzV)<-0.75×(TB(36GHzV)-TB(36GHzH))+253K and  TB(36GHzV)-TB(36GHzH) < 57K. If the brightness temperature 
of the pixel meets the above two equations, we set the ice concentration of the pixel as 0%. By adding the new weather filter, most of 
the false sea ice that appeared in the ASMR2 ice concentration products could be rejected. JAXA has decided to add this weather filter 
for producing AMSR2 standard sea ice concentration products. 
 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The global distribution of sea ice is quite sensitive to global 
warming. Thus, the importance of sea ice monitoring is 
increasing. Since longer wavelength microwaves can penetrate 
clouds, passive microwave radiometers, such as SSM/I and 
AMSR2 onboard satellites are powerful tools for monitoring the 
global distribution of sea ice on a daily basis. Long-term 
monitoring of sea ice with passive microwave radiometers 
onboard satellites allows us to monitor the trend of global sea ice 
distribution (Parkinson et al., 1999; Comiso and Nishio, 2008; 
IPCC, 2014). However, passive microwave radiometers are not 
completely cloud-free. More or less, microwave signals emitted 
from the Earth observed by satellites are affected by the 
atmosphere. When the open water is covered with heavy clouds, 
the microwave brightness temperature of the area is likely to 
increase and become a similar value to that of sea ice. As a result, 
certain sea ice concentration is calculated in the open water area. 
This is known as “weather effects” (Gloersen et al., 1986). In this 
study, we call this kind of area “false sea ice”. The weather 
effects are caused by the presence of atmospheric water vapor, 
cloud liquid water, rain, and sea surface roughening by winds.  
To reduce the weather effects, usually, weather filters are applied 
(Comiso,1995, Cavalieri et al., 1995). The basic idea of a weather 
filter is to differentiate false sea ice from true sea ice in the 
characteristic domain of certain parameters derived from 
microwave brightness temperatures. However, since false sea ice 
and true sea ice sometimes overlap in the characteristic domain, 
a weather filter is not always effective. So, when calculating sea 
ice area from sea ice concentration data derived from passive 
microwave radiometers, sea ice concentrations (IC) less than 
15% are often rejected (IC=0%) to minimize the weather effects. 
However, this means that true sea ice concentration areas less 

 
 
 

than 15% are also rejected. In order to improve the sea ice 
concentration estimation accuracy, improvement of the weather 
filter to reduce the weather effects is necessary. The authors have 
been working on improving the weather filter for years (Cho et 
al., 2010, Tezuka et al., 2013, Sugiura et al., 2016).  
In 2012, JAXA launched the advanced passive microwave sensor 
AMSR2 on-board GCOM-W satellite. The high accuracy of sea 
ice concentration calculated from AMSR2 is verified by the 
authors (Cho et al., 2015, 2020). However, false sea ice still 
appears in the AMSR2 sea ice concentration product under 
certain conditions. In this paper, the authors present and verify a 
new weather filter to reduce the weather effects in AMSR2 sea 
ice concentration products.  
 

2. TEST SITES AND ANALYZED DATA 

2.1 Test Sites 
 
In this study, the Bering Sea, the Sea of Okhotsk, and the 
Labrador Sea were selected as the test sites for the development 
and evaluation of the new weather filter. Figure 1 shows the test 
sites. The Bering Sea is the northmost part of the Pacific Ocean, 
bounded on the west by Russia and on the east by Alaska.  The 
north part of the ocean is connected to the Arctic Ocean through 
the Bering Strait. Sea ice begins forming in late November and 
survives until late May to early June. The Sea of Okhotsk is 
located on the north side of Japan, and the sea is one of the most 
southern seasonal sea ice zones in the northern hemisphere. The 
Labrador Sea is an arm of the northern Atlantic located between 
Greenland and eastern Canada. In November, sea ice starts to 
come down to the sea mainly through the Davis Strait and 
survives until late June. Since large false sea ice areas are 
occasionally observed in these seas, these test sites were selected.  
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Figure 1. Test Sites 
 

2.2 Analyzed Data 
 
As for the data analysis, the brightness temperatures data 
measured by the passive microwave radiometer AMSR2 and the 
sea ice concentration (IC) data derived from the AMSR2 data 
were used. The sea ice concentrations were calculated using 
AMSR2 Bootstrap Algorithm (Comiso et. al., 2013).  
 

 Table 1. Specifications of AMSR2 (JAXA, 2020) 

 
3. FALSE SEA ICE 

 
Figure 2 shows the AMSR2 sea ice concentration images of the 
Bering Sea for the continuous three days from December 29 to 
31, 2018. A huge “sea ice area” (indicated by the red circle) is 
observed on the second day which does not exist on the first day 
or on the third day. It is not realistic for sea ice to widely appear 
within one day and disappear next day. This is an example of the 
“false sea ice” where certain sea ice concentrations were 
calculated over open water due to the weather effects. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

  (a) Dec. 29, 2018     (b) Dec. 30, 2018     (c) Dec. 31, 2018  

Figure 2. Huge false sea ice area observed in the AMSR2 IC 
image of the Bering Sea.  

4. METHODOLOGY 

In sea ice concentration algorithms, such as AMSR2 Bootstrap 
Algorithm, weather filters are applied to reduce the weather 
effects. The basic idea of weather filters is to set the sea ice 
concentration of the pixel to zero when the pixel value meets 
certain condition. In AMSR2 Bootstrap Algorithm, if the pixel 
value meets the following equation, the sea ice concentration of 
the pixel will be set to zero. 
 

(TB23V-TB19V) > 19K                                   (1) 
 
Where TB23V, TB19V represent brightness temperatures of the 
vertical polarizations(V) of 23GHz and 19GHz radiometer 
respectively. Figure 3 shows the idea of the filter displayed on 
the (TB23GHz-19GHz) vs TB36GHzV domain. The weather 
filter works well in many cases but not always. As a result, false 
sea ice as shown on Figure 2(b) occasionally appears in AMSR2 
IC images. Fortunately, the number of the cases are not much. 
However, since large false sea ice appeared in AMSR2 IC images 
reduce the reliability of the dataset, reduction of weather effect is 
necessary. To clarify the problem, the authors have selected 
sample areas of false sea ice, sea ice and open water from the 
AMSR2 IC image of the test site observed on December 30, 2018 
as sown on Figure 4. 

 
Figure 3. A Weather Filter used in Bootstrap Algorithm  

                         (Comiso et al, 1995, 2013) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 4. Sample area extraction from AMSR2 IC  

image (Bering Sea, AMSR2 Dec. 30, 2018) 
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 Figure 5(a) shows the scatter plots of those sample areas of in 
(TB23V-TB19V) vs (TB23V) domain. pink mesh area indicates 
the pixels to be rejected as false sea ice. The scatter plot clearly 
showed that the current weather filter is not working properly for 
rejecting most of the false sea ice areas of this image. To reject 
the false sea ice, the authors have changed the threshold level 
from 18K to 8K (see Figure 5(b)).  
 

(TB23V-TB19V) > 7K                                       (2) 
 
The result of the threshold change is shown in Figure 6. Though 
most of the false sea ice was well rejected, the true sea ice areas 
along the coast of Russia and near Alaska were also rejected. This 
was because of the true sea ice area which brightness temperature 
of (TB23V-TB19V) higher than 7K were also rejected. 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

(a) Threshold level=18K 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

(b) Threshold level=7K 
Figure 5. Weather filter threshold setting in the scatter 

plot of (TB23V-TB19V) vs (TB23V) 
(Bering Sea, Dec. 30, 2018) 

 

  
(a)Original IC image            (b)Rejected areas are shown in red 

Figure 6. False sea ice area rejection with threshold = 7K. 
                 (Bering Sea, AMSR2 Dec. 30, 2018)    

To solve this problem, the authors have examined various band 
combinations of AMSR2. Finally, the authors have introduced a 
new characteristic domain of (TB36V - TB36H) vs TB23V as 
shown in Figure 7. In this characteristic domain, the false sea ice 
(shown in red dots) is distributed along a line with open water 
(shown in blue dots). Considering these kinds of data distribution, 
the authors have introduced the following two equations to reject 
false sea ice. 
 

  (TB36V-TB36H) > 57K                                 (3) 
 

TB23V + 0.75×(TB36V – TB36H) < 250K            (4) 
 
In the new weather filter, all the pixels that satisfy the equations 
(2), (3), and (4) are rejected as false sea ice.  
Figure 8 shows the result of applying the new weather filter to 
the previous AMSR2 IC image of the Bering Sea observed on 
December 30, 2018. The areas colored in red in Figure 8(b) are 
the false sea ice areas rejected by the new weather filter. Most of 
the false sea ice areas were well rejected. A small real sea ice area 
on the ice edge of the upper part of the Bering Sea was also 
rejected (see green circle). However, since the IC of the rejected 
pixels was lower than 15%, the result is better than rejecting all 
the real sea ice pixels whose IC is less than 15%. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 7. New Weather filter for rejecting the threshold  

setting in the scatter plot of  
  (TB36V-TB36H) vs (TB23V) 

(Bering Sea, Dec. 30, 2018) 
 

 

  
(a)Rejected IC image                (b) Rejected area shown in red 

Figure 8. False sea ice area rejection result using the new 
                  weather filter. 
                 (Bering Sea, AMSR2 Dec. 30, 2018) 
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5. VERIFICATION RESULTS 
 
The authors have applied this method to the other false sea ice-
appearing areas as follows. 
 
5.1 Bering Sea 
 
Figure 9(a) shows the AMSR2 IC image of the Bering Sea 
observed on December 13, 2015. A huge false sea ice area (see 
red circle) appeared only on this day. The authors selected sample 
areas of false sea ice, sea ice, and open water from the AMSR2 
IC image as shown in Figure 9(b). To clarify the distribution of 
brightness temperatures of false sea ice, most of the false sea ice 
areas observed in this image were selected as sample data. Figure  
10 shows the scatter plots of those sample areas in (TB23V-
TB19V) vs (TB23V) domain and in (TB36V - TB36H) vs 
TB23V domain. The distributions of sample areas were quite 
similar to Figures 5 and 7.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 (a) Original IC image              (b) Selection of sample areas 
Figure 9. Sample area selection from AMSR2 IC  

image (Bering Sea, AMSR2 Dec. 13, 2015) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

(a) The scatter plot of  (TB23V-TB19V) vs TB23V 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 (b) The scatter plot of  (TB36V-TB36H) vs TB23V 

Figure 10. Weather filter scatter plots 
(Bering Sea, Dec. 13, 2015) 

Figure 11 shows the result of applying the new weather filter to 
the AMSR2 IC image of the Bering Sea observed on December 
13, 2015. The red color areas are the false sea ice areas rejected 
by the new weather filter. Most of the false sea ice areas were 
well rejected. A small real sea ice area on the ice edge of the 
upper part of the Bering Sea was also rejected (see the green 
rectangle). The zoom-up of the area is shown in Figure 12 with 
IC values of the rejected pixels. It is clear that the IC value of 
most of the rejected pixels was lower than 15%. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

(a)Rejected IC image                (b) Rejected area shown in red 
Figure 11. False sea ice area rejection result using the new 
                  weather filter  (Bering Sea, AMSR2 Dec. 13, 2015) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Figure 12. IC values of rejected sea ice pixels 
(Bering Sea, AMSR2 Dec. 13, 2015) 

 
5.2 Sea of Okhotsk 
 
The new weather was also applied to the false sea ice areas 
observed in the Sea of Okhotsk as shown on Figure 13. Most of 
the false sea ice areas were well rejected.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

(a) January 29, 2014                  (b) February 3, 2015 
Figure 13. False sea ice rejection in the Sea of Okhotsk 
                 (AMSR2 IC Image) 
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5.3 Labrador Sea 
 
Figure 14 shows the AMSR2 IC images around the Greenland 
observed from January 23 to 26, 2017. A huge false sea ice area 
suddenly appeared in the Labrador Sea on January 24 and 
disappeared within two days. The authors have applied the new 
weather filter to the data of January 24. The result is shown on 
Figure 15. Most false sea ice in the Labrador Sea was well 
rejected. However, again, a small real sea ice area along the ice 
edge beside Greenland was also rejected (see the green rectangle). 
The histogram of the rejected pixels is shown in Figure 16. 
Though the IC values of a few pixels were between 15 to 35%, 
the IC value of most of the rejected pixels was lower than 15%.   
 

    
      (a) January 23, 2017                  (b) January 24, 2017 
 

    
     (c)January 25, 2017                      (d) January 26, 2017 
Figure 14. Huge false sea ice area observed in the AMSR2 IC  

image of the Labrador Sea. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

(a)Rejected IC image             (b) Rejected area shown in red 
Figure 15. False sea ice area rejection result using the new 
                 Weather filter  (Labrador Sea, AMSR2 Jan. 24, 2017) 

 
Figure 16. Histogram of the rejected pixels of the true ice 
                  along the ice edge of Figure 11. 
 
6. CONCLUSION 
 
The huge false sea ice that appears in AMSR2 IC images does 
reduce the reliability of the AMSR2 IC dataset. Moreover, false 
sea ice observed in the AMSR2 IC images may provide the wrong 
information for ship navigation. In this study, authors have 
introduced a new weather filter for rejecting false sea ice 
appearing in the sea ice concentration images of AMSR2. The 
new weather filter was applied to the AMSR2 IC images of the 
Bering Sea, Okhotsk Sea, and Labrador Sea for verification. Most 
of the false sea ice produced by the weather effects was well 
rejected with the new filter. The rejection of false sea ice may 
contribute to avoiding the overestimation of sea ice area. It is true 
that in some cases, some true sea ice areas were also rejected with 
the filter. The true sea ice rejection may contribute to the 
underestimation of the sea ice area. However, the number of those 
pixels was much lower than the number of false sea ice pixels 
rejected with the filter. Moreover, the IC values of the rejected 
true sea ice pixels were lower than 35% and mostly less than 15%.   
As a result, the reduction of the true sea ice area may not have 
much influence on the calculation of the sea ice extent. Since 
authors could not find huge false sea ice in the Southern 
Hemisphere, the new filter was applied only to the Northern 
Hemisphere and not applied to the Southern Hemisphere. JAXA 
has decided to utilize this new weather filter at least for producing 
the future AMSR2 standard sea ice concentration product of the 
Northern Hemisphere.  
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